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Preface
The papers in this proceeding are a collection of the works presented at the
IUTAM symposium-Marrakech 2002 (October 20-25) which brought
together scientists from various countries. These papers cover contemporary
topics in multiscale modeling and characterization of materials behavior of
engineering materials. They were selected to focus on topics related to
deformation and failure in metals, alloys, intermetallics and polymers
including: experimental techniques, deformation and failure mechanisms,
dislocation-based modelling, microscopic-macroscopic averaging schemes,
application to forming processes and to phase transformation, localization
and failure phenomena, and computational advances. Key areas that are
covered by some of the papers include modeling of material deformation at
various scales. At the atomistic scale, results from MD simulations
pertaining to deformation mechanisms in nano-crystalline materials as well
as dislocation-defect interactions are presented. Advances in modeling of
deformation in metals using discrete dislocation analyses are also presented,
providing an insight into this emerging scientific technique that can be used
to model deformation at the microscale. These papers address current
engineering problems, including deformation of thin fIlms, dislocation
behavior and strength during nanoindentation, strength in metal matrix
composites, dislocation-crack interaction, development of textures in
polycrystals, and problems involving twining and shape memory behavior.
On Behalf of the organizing committee, I would like to thank Professor P.
Germain for his support and help to organize this symposium and I
acknowledge the support from our sponsors: the International Union of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics; the Moroccan State Secretary for
ScientifIc Research; the PacifIc Northwest National Laboratory, WA, USA;
the European Research Office of the US Army; the University Cadi Ayyad,
FSSM, Marrakech, Morocco; the University of Metz, UFR MIM, Metz,
France and the University Louis Pasteur at Strasbourg, UFR IPST, France
SaidAhzi
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